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Abstract
We develop a game model to describe the game between a seller and a group-buying website in order to study the
operating mode of Chinese static group-buying(GB). A seller sells products by a website and allocates a proportion
of revenue to it. Based on this mode we establish the profit function of the seller and that of the GB website. The
website decides its allocation proportion and the sale price of its products according to the profit maximization
principle and the revenue sharing proportion in the contract. We then analyze the relationship among different
parameters and find that the products’ price decreasing with the increasing of the revenue sharing proportion. In
addition, there also exists an optimal GB period to maximize the seller’s profit in a GB.
Keywords: Group-buying(GB), Pricing, Stackelberg game, Website-dominant
1. Introductions
Group-buying schemes have been in vogue for many years, particularly in the context of selling on television via the
popular Home Shopping Network. Web based variants of group buying have recently received a lot of attention as
part of the wave of innovative online market-based mechanisms such as auctions, reverse auctions, and Priceline's
"name-your-own price" scheme. While there is a rich history of analytical research in auctions, spanning at least 40
years, we believe that this paper is the first analytical model of static group buying prevailing in China.
In 2008, the earliest ancestor, Groupon, was founded. It provides the network group-buying and supply a discounted
product every day, which usually is a kind of regional service product and a customer can only buy it once a day. As
a new consumer pattern, Groupon is an integration of electronic commerce, Web 2.0, internet advertisement and
social intercourse. The propelling of Groupon ignites the tide of group-buying(GB) all over the world. Since 2010,
the group-buying market in China flourishes with a different operation mode from that of Groupon.
Groupon’s group-buying style has a feature that the product’s price will get a quantity discount with the changing of
number of consumes joining in the group-buying, so the price is unknown before a consumer who joins in this
purchasing. In China, the prevailing group-buying networks usually display the fixed product price in the website,
and the consumers can make the buying decision based on the corresponding information. On the basis of China
group-buying style, the pricing of GB products in the website-dominant is studied in this paper.
The outline of this paper is as follows. A review of relevant literatures is presented in section 2. We introduce the
model and describe the optimal solutions, then present results discussion and a give a numerical example in section3.
Section 4 concludes.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 The Economics Principal and Operation Mode of GB
Li (2006) studied the game behavior between consumers and the merchants from the perspective of static game and
dynamic one. In static game, the firm has two choices: one is to trade with consumers directly, the second is to sell
the products to consumer by intermediary dealers. There are game behavior among the firm, consumers and dealers,
and a Nash equilibrium (GB, GB). Zhang et al (2007) thought that the GB behavior between consumers is a kind of
cooperation game, thus a unity of consumers could strengthen their bargaining power and compel the dealer sell its
goods with more lower price. By using kernel and Shapley value the authors allocated the total transaction cost saved
in the GB, and measured the real benefit which GB brought to the consumers. Liu (2011) analyzed the network GB
from the perspective of economics, revealed the its social value and economic meanings, which is helpful for the
seller to grasp the motivation and development trend of network GB’s emerging.
Kauffman et al (2010) believed that the aim of GB is to search enough consumers quantity to get sufficient order of
goods, which will lead to a lower sale price. When there is positive demand externality, a GB with bigger order will
attract more consumers’ participation. When there is a smaller order of goods, a demand negative demand externality
maybe generates. They tried to solve the negative externality by introducing different motivation scheme and
decision theory into the network GB auction, and analyzed whether the auction price and fairness of auction
procedure could influence the consumers’ participation into the GB auction or not.
2.2 Product Pricing and Earning in a GB
Many studies analyzed the pricing of the Groupon type GB prevailing in USA. In this schema the GB goods price
varies with the changing of its quantity, there is a unitary quantity-based discount existing in its pricing schema, i.e.,
a price vector P  ( p1 , p2 ,, pN ), p1  p2    pN exists, where i  [1,N ] is the product sale quantity at
the end of GB period. When the final sale quantity is i, the consumer should buy the product at the price pi. Chen et al
(2002) pointed out that GB auction is a kind of dynamic pricing schema with the internet network as a carrier, and
the consumers achieves quantity discount as a group. They proposed some assumptions such as consumers’ product
reserve price, bidder’s risk neutral and information symmetry, and described the price offer procedure by using
imperfect information symmetry dynamic game and analyzed the GB auction mode. Kauffman et al (2001) thought
GB as a transformation of dynamic pricing schema, and emphsized the effect of GB by exploring the pricing process
of both the buyer and seller. In a GB, the consumers centralized their purchase power to gain a price as low as
possible. Moreover, they introducd some GB innovations based on the internet and recommended many innovation
companies in GB, and summarized and evaluated the features of dynamic schema in GB mode and set forth its
competition and sustainability in the market.Chen et al (2006) explored the optimal pricing curve of network GB
based on the individual value model and stochastic arrival rate is given. Furthermore, they compared the revenue of
GB with that of price listed sale and got two important conclusions: one is when scale economy is taken into
accounted, the profitability of the further is higher than that of the latter; the other is when the sellers are risk-seeking,
the same situation existed.
The studies on GB pricing above-mentioned are mostly based on the Groupon’s operation mode and have a common
feature that there is quantity discount of the goods price by the rising of the consumer number. Thus, the GB pricing
studies are all almost based on the principle of “Buy on dips”, which is different from the situation that the GB price
is fixed and displayed on the GB webs and its fundamental mode is the price listed sale in fact. So, it is necessary to
explore the pricing with website-dominant in static group-buying in China.
3. Pricing Model for Service Products in Static Group-buying
3.1 Assumptions and Parameters
3.1.1 Basic Assumptions
(1) The price of the group-buying goods is negative relative to its market demand, which means the demand of the
 t
products will lower when its price is high. At the time t the market demand is  (t )  ae  bpg , a is the basic
market demand, which is no relative to price or GB time, but relative to the product publicity and quality of products
sold in the physical retail store; b is sensitivity coefficient of demand relative to the price, and it will bring down
when the price is rising.
(2) A consumer in a group-buying only can buy a piece of product at most.
(3) There is no conspire behavior existing among the consumers.
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(4) The amount of products has no upper limit in the group-buying of service product.
(5) After a group-buying attains, the consumers are certain to use it in practice to reach the transaction between
product suppliers and the websites.
3.1.2 The Definition of the Parameters

Dg ( pg , T )

is the market demand which the dealer attains a network GB.

G is the amount floor level for a GB beginning.
T is the time limit for a GB.

pg is unit price for a GB goods.

c is unit cost of the seller’s goods.
 (t ) is the arriving ratio of customers at the time t.

 ( s)

is the profit function of the seller.

 (g)

is the profit function of the GB website.

cg is the operation cost for GB website in unit time.



is the revenue sharing proportion for GB website, i.e., GB website’s unit revenue is

 pg .

3.2 The Decision of the Seller and GB Website in Static Group-buying
In the realistic group-buying the merchant often use catchpenny strategy. In order to ask price favour from the
merchants as far as possible, the GB websites usually set GB retaining conditions, which have two patterns: (1) the
product purchasing amount reach a certain standard; or (2) the gross amount of product purchasing arrive at a certain
value. Here we adopt the first pattern, i.e., when the number of consumers joining in the GB reach the minimum limit
G, the GB will come into existence. Moreover, the GB service products are consuming types, such as KTV, food and
beverage service, and knead and health care et al., and the consumer should make an appointment before using these
service, so we can make an assumption that there is no upper limit for the GB products, i.e., the service capacity of
the merchant have no limits.
The decision steps for a seller and a GB website are as follows:
Step 1. The GB website determine the charge strategy (the GB period is fixed as T) when it is direct against the
product cost submitted by the seller.
Step 2. When receiving the charge strategy of the GB website, the seller decides the price and amount of products in
the GB.
According to the above decision steps, we bring out the two player’s decisions from step 2 using inverse method.
3.2.1 Charge Strategy of the Website and the Sale Price and Quantity Floor Level of GB Decided by the Seller
First, set a fixed GB period T. Facing with the revenue sharing percentage  provided by the network, the
merchant should decide the price and lower limit amount of GB. Assume that the seller provide only one kind of
T
product for the GB, the market demand of the products are Dg ( pg , T )  (ae t  bpg )dt . On the condition of GB



0

period is given in advance, we have:
T

a

0



Dg ( pg , T )   (ae t  bpg )dt 

(1  e T )  bpgT

(1)

When the GB period T is finished, if Dg ( pg ,T )  G , which means the GB succeeds. Therefore, the seller will sell
the corresponding products and give the network operation fee according to the promised proportion, i.e., once a
product is sold, the merchant will get (1   ) pg c . Thus, the profit of the merchant is:
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 ( s)  [(1   ) pg  c]  Dg ( p, T )
a
 [(1   ) pg  c]  [ (1  e T )  bpgT ]



(2)

Set A  a (1  e T ) , we get:



 ( s)  [(1   ) pg  c]  ( A  bpgT )
 (1   )bTpg2  [ A(1   )  bcT ] pg  Ac

(3)

To maximize the seller’s profit in GB, we get the first order derivation with respect to ps. we have:

 ( s)
 2(1   )bTpg  [ A(1   )  bcT ]
pg

(4)

For   ( s)  2(1   )bT  0 , let (4) equal to zero, we can get the extreme point:
pg 2
2

pg 

A(1   )  bcT
2(1   )bT

(5)

For the formula (2) is workable under the condition that Dg ( pg , T )  G , i.e., A  bpgT  G , we have:
pg 

AG
bT

(6)

A(1   )  bcT A  G

2(1   )bT
bT

i.e.

(7)

Put (5) into (6), we can get:
G

A(1   )  bcT
2(1   )

(8)

This is to say that the quantity floor level of GB is no more than A(1   )  bcT , the GB will succeed.
2(1   )
Theorm 1. When other conditions are fixed, the unit product price in GB p g reduces with the revenue-sharing
proportion θ is increasing.
Proof.

From (5) we get:
pg 

A
c

2bT 2(1   )

(9)

Let us solve the first order derivation of (9) with respect toθ, we have:

pg




2
0
(1   )2

(10)

Formula (10) means that with the increase of unit product price in GB, once a product is sold to consumers, the seller
must lower revenue sharing proportion and pay the lower ratio revenue to the GB website. However, the market
demand of the products will reduce at the same time. As mentioned above, the purpose of the merchant joining in a
GB is to propagandize its products in order to enhance the product awareness and pursue a good effect on its product
sale and sustainable development. In reality, the merchant is more likely to reduce the product’s price and enhance
the network’s revenue sharing ratio in order to get more sale quantity.
3.2.2 The GB Website’s Optimal Charging Decision
Whether a GB achieves or not, the network will pay network operational costs such as advertisement and staff salary
et al. The longer GB’s period is, the larger GB’s corresponding cost is because the website wants to maintain
operating. Assume that the unit operating cost of the GB is c g . When the GB achieved, the seller will give a part of
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 . Then, the profit function of GB website is:

 ( g )   pg  Dg ( pg , T )  cgT   pg  ( A  bpgT )  cgT

(11)

Substitute p g and Dg ( pg , T ) into (11), we have:
A(1   )  bcT
A(1   )  bcT
 [ A  bT
]  cg T
2(1   )bT
2(1   )bT
A(1   )  bcT A(1   )  bcT
 

 cg T
2(1   )bT
2(1   )

 (g)   

 

A2 (1   ) 2  b 2 c 2T 2
A2
bTc 2 
 cg T 

 cg T
2
4(1   ) bT
4bT
4 (1   ) 2

(12)

To maximize the GB website’s profit function, we should solve first-order and second-order derivation of 𝜋(𝑔)
with respect to  . We have
 ( g ) A2 bc 2 (1   ) 2  2 (1   )


[
]

4b 4
(1   ) 4


A2 bTc 2
1


[
2
]
4bT
4 (1   ) 2
(1   )3

(13)

  (g)
bTc 2(1   )
(1   )  3 (1   )

[
2
]
2
4
 g
4 (1   )
(1   ) 6
2

2

3

2



bTc 2
(1   )3  3 (1   ) 2
[(1   ) 
]
4
2(1   )
(1   ) 2



bTc 2
bTc 2 (2   )
[(1


)

(1


)

3

]


0
2(1   ) 4
2(1   ) 4

(14)

Set (13) equal to zero, we have equation (15) below.
A2 bTc 2
1


[
2
]0
4bT
4 (1   )2
(1   )3

(15)

Set x  1   ( 0  x  1 ), the equation (15) can be transformed into (16).
x3 

b2 c 2T 2
2b2 c 2T 2
x
0
2
A
A2

(16)

Solve the equation (16), we get the discriminant criterion from the Cardano formula:
  (

b2 c 2T 2 2 b2 c 2T 2 3 bcT 4 1 bcT 6
) (
) (
)  (
) 0
A2
3 A2
A
27 A

(17)

Thus, the equation has solutions which are a real root and two imaginary roots. The real one is:
x

3

b2c 2T 2
bcT 4 1 bcT 6 3 b 2c 2T 2
bcT 4 1 bcT 6
 (
)  (
) 
 (
)  (
)
2
A
A
27 A
A2
A
27 A

(18)

So,

  1 3 (

bcT 2
bcT 4 1 bcT 6 3 bcT 2
bcT 4 1 bcT 6
)  (
)  (
)  (
)  (
)  (
)
A
A
27 A
A
A
27 A
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 in above process are got under the condition that the GB is achieved, the formula (20) still be satisfied in
G

A(1   )  bcT
2(1   )

Aa
Where

(20)

0
(1  e T )


To explain the meanings of these variables vividly, a numerical example will be provided in the following section.
Theorm 2. Under the condition that other parameters are given, there is an optimal GB period T which leads to
achieve the maximum of the merchant’s profit function 𝜋(𝑠) in a GB.
Proof. Solve the first order partial derivation of the merchant’s profit function 𝜋(𝑠) with the respect to the GB
period T, we have:

 ( s)
A
A
 (1   )bpg2  pg (1   )
 bcpg  c
T
T
T
A

And

a



(21)

(1  e T )

(22)

Thus, we have
A
 ae T
T

(23)

 ( s)
 (1   )bpg2  apg (1   )e T  bcpg  ace T
T

(24)

  ( s)
 a pg (1   )e T  a ce T  a e T [c  pg (1   )]
T 2

(25)

Substitute (23) into (21), we have

2

The seller must set the GB price which satisfies with pg (1   )  c so that it can gain a certain profit in a GB. Thus,
2
we have   ( s )  0 . We can conclude that there is an optimal GB period T which leads to achieve the maximum of
T 2
the merchant’s profit function in a GB.

3.3 Numerical Example
Set a  10, b  1,   0.1, c  2, cg  2, T  10 , use Matlab to solve the revenue sharing ratio   0.4718 and unit
product GB price pg  5.0539 . Put the values of

 , pg into the profit function of GB website 𝜋(𝑔)and that of

the merchant 𝜋(𝑠) respectively, we have:
 (s)  8.4822 ,  ( g )  10.2194

From G  A(1   )  bcT we get Gmax  12.6727 , which means the quantity limit of GB is no more than 12 units,
2(1   )
this GB will achieve before the GB period finishes.
When the above parameters are fixed, we can get the profit curve of the merchant as shown in Figure 1 in a certain
period T, where we assume that 𝑇 ∈ [1,20] . We can conclude that the profit of the merchant has
showed first increasing and then decreasing.
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Figure 1. The relationship between the seller’s profit and GB period (when other parameters are given)
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a Stackelberg game process for GB between a merchant and a network is studied. As a sponsor in a
new emerging consume mode, GB, the network act as a dominator. In the GB procession, the network provides the
seller with an exhibition and sale platform for its products. On one hand, GB can promote the merchant’s products
timely; and on the other hand, the seller could propagandize its own products using the word of mouth of the network.
In return, the seller should assign a part of revenue to the GB website in order to get “win-win”.
Here we established the profit function of the seller and that of the website respectively in GB process, and derived
the revenue sharing ratio of the network and GB product’s sale price of the seller. Under the assumption that the GB
can retain in a certain period T, we get the maximum limit of quantity of the GB product. Moreover, we got some
thermos and deductions after the relationship between the revenue sharing ratio of the network and GB product’s sale
price of the seller, and that between GB period and the seller’s profit were analyzed.
We only studied decision process that a seller participating a GB and only sell products on the website here. In reality,
most of sellers sell their products both in offline channel (such as department store, franchise house et al.) and in GB
one. Therefore, the seller’s decision process contains online and offline channel simultaneously should be studied in
the future. Moreover, for we only analyze the channel composed by one seller and one GB website here, the further
research should introduce a game process which contains multiple sellers and multiple websites or put supply chain
coordination into GB game so that we can acquire more valuable results and enhance research conclusion’s
practicality. Another possible extension of this study is to group-buying mechanisms under uncertainty about product
quality. When buyers can get signal about product quality from the bids of auctions, group-buying mechanisms can
be a powerful way for the seller to induce buyers to signal product quality information to each other. Future research
could extend our model to study the impact of these different factors such as uncertainty, risk aversion, bounded
rationality, moral risk, et al.
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